An optimal grinding control scheme for cylindrical plunge grinding is proposed in this paper. The proposed grinding control scheme provides the optimal dressing and grinding parameters for batch production. The proposed control scheme consists of a G.A. (Genetic Algorithm) and dynamic programming. The optimized grinding parameters, in accordance with the state variable per cycle, are determined by the G.A. and dynamic programming is applied to ascertain the optimal grinding and dressing parameters for the overall batch. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, off-line simulations based on the experimental data are conducted.
Introduction
The grinding process takes place during the final stage of machining operations to determine the accuracy of the workpiece. In order to improve the quality of ground workpieces, various methods have been proposed in the literature (1)- (7) . However, control of the grinding process remains difficult because of its nonlinearities and complex mechanisms. In an effort to understand the characteristics of the grinding process, various grinding parameters such as infeed rate, equivalent chip thickness, G-ratio, etc. have been defined in early research and many studies have been performed to characterize the relationships among them (4) (5) . In general, the grinding process starts with a dressing to restore the grinding wheel's cutting ability. Then several workpieces are ground over multiple cycles until the next dressing.
The one research trend in the grinding process is to determine the optimal operating parameters. In order to apply to this method, an objective function which considers grinding conditions and the required quality of ground workpieces is designed and costs are minimized with minimizing methods (6) (7) . A representative objective function is applied to the grinding cycle time and a minimizing method usually applies an artificial intelligent algorithm because there are many grinding constraints. The optimized grinding parameters based on this objective function can only optimize the grinding conditions per grinding cycle (8) (9) . However, since the general grinding process is conducted in large batches, this approach cannot guarantee optimization for the entire batch.
Therefore, we propose dynamic programming with a G.A. algorithm to compensate for this limitation. Before applying the proposed dynamic programming method, an objective function is designed with the cost of the grinding process, and the grinding constraints are experimentally defined. To express the grinding progress, a discrete state variable is also defined. Based on these conditions, optimal grinding parameters are sought in accordance with the discrete state variable for each grinding cycle. The optimization during batch production is conducted by applying dynamic programming, based on the optimal grinding parameters in each grinding cycle. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated by comparing it to the conventional optimization method.
The following sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed optimization algorithm. Section 3 presents the state variable for cylindrical plunge grinding and the constraints of grinding. Section 4 presents the simulated performance of the proposed scheme. Section 5 presents concluding remarks. 
Nomenclature

Optimization algorithm of grinding process
The quality and expense of finalized workpieces is affected by the grinding and dressing parameters during batch production. During the grinding process, the grinding wheel must be occasionally dressed to restore its cutting ability, after which several workpieces are ground over multiple cycles until the next dressing. This grinding progress can be expressed as shown in Fig. 1 . Here, n x is the state variable after grinding and ' n x is the state variable after dressing, whose parameters are n v and n u , respectively. The state variables n x and ' n x in n th cycle can be expressed by
where ( ) g ⋅ and ( ) d ⋅ are nonlinear vector functions to transfer the grinding and dressing condition parameters.
To ascertain the optimal grinding parameters for each cycle, the optimized dressing and grinding parameters should be determined in terms of state variables, because the results of the ground workpiece are dependent upon the grinding progression, even while the grinding parameters are held constant. For example, the roughness of a workpiece ground right after dressing differs from the roughness of the workpiece after several grindings, with the same grinding parameters, which indicates that the optimal grinding parameters depend on the number of grinding after dressing. In general, to determine the optimal grinding parameter for each cycle, a well-defined evaluation function is used to express the grinding process, and the optimal conditions can be obtained by minimizing this function. In this paper, the evaluation function is considered as shown in Eqs. (3) to (5) which is based on grinding and dressing costs. 
are the dressing and grinding costs, respectively. n v is the grinding parameter for the n th grinding cycle out of an N size batch production, d t is time for truing and dressing the wheel(min), M is the cost per hour of labor and administration($/hr), s d is the wheel diameter (mm), d a is the dressing depth(μm), t a is the truing depth(μm), s b is the wheel width(mm), dr C is the cost of a dressing tool($), 1 t is the roughing time(s), 2 t is the finishing time(s), 3 t is the spark out time(s), s C is the grinding wheel constant per unit usable volume($/mm 3 ), w d is the workpiece diameter, 1 u and 2 u are the respective infeed rates in the roughing and finishing operations, b is width of the workpiece and r G and f G are the G-ratios of the roughing and finishing operations. This evaluation function (J) is used to calculate the entire expense of the batch production. Therefore, the form of Eq. (3) can be expressed as Eq. (6) throughout the batch production to size N. To minimize the evaluation function, the transformed equation can be solved with the dynamic programming method. Eq. (6) is solved in reverse sequence; i.e., the last cycle is solved first and the first cycle is solved by last. 1 1 ,
In order to apply dynamic programming to solve Eq. (6), the state variable n x should be calculated over a discrete state space as follows:
where k is the number of discretization levels. Therefore, the optimal n J can be selected for each i x ( 1, , i k =
) and stored to solve 1 n J + in the next iteration.
Also, since the grinding processes are divided into dressing and grinding stages, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as
' '
A simple diagram of the optimizing process can be represented by Before applying the dynamic programming method, the optimal grinding parameters for each cycle should be defined in accordance with the discrete state variable. In order to determine the optimal grinding parameters for each cycle, the G.A. is applied in this paper. The basic structure of the G.A. can be expressed as follows:
Procedure GA( ) initialize (population); evaluate (population); while not (terminal condition satisfied) do mating_Pool = reproduce(population); mutation_Pool = crossover(mating_Pool); population = mutation(mutation_Pool); evaluate(population); end while end procedure
Defining the state variable for plunge grinding and grinding constraints
As mentioned above, the quality of a ground workpiece is determined by the grinding parameters. However, the quality of ground workpieces with constant grinding parameters, differs depending on the number of grinding stages after a dressing. Therefore, accumulated metal removal, ' w V , is defined as a state variable in this paper to represent the grinding progression in plunge grinding, since ' w V is usually used as a variable to represent the roughness of workpiece and the power to grind as shown in Eqs. (9) to (12) ( 
The most important constraints of the ground workpiece are roughness and grinding power. Therefore, the coefficients of the model should be experimentally fitted. To determine these coefficients, several experiments were conducted on an instrumented Supertec OD cylindrical grinding machine as shown in Fig. 3 . The grinding wheel was a Norton 32A60K-VBE (355.6 mm diameter, 38mm width, 127mm bore). The workpieces were 4140 alloy steel, heat treated to RC40. A power meter was connected to the grinding wheel head spindle motor to measure grinding power and the surface roughness was measured by a surface roughness tester (Mitutoyo, SJ-201). The roughness of workpieces was manually measured after the completion of each grinding process. For the dressing process, a single point diamond dresser with a water soluble coolant was used. Tables 1 and 2 Table 3 and Eqs. (15) and (16) shows the fitted results. 
Optimal control using the proposed algorithm
In order to apply the proposed algorithm, the state variables of plunge grinding are defined in terms of accumulated metal removal ' parameter n v is defined as follows:
s is depth of cut for roughing, 1 2 , u u are infeed velocities for roughing and finishing.
Based on the minimized ( ) g n C v for each cycle, the optimal n J can be selected through dynamic programming as shown in Fig. 2 . For the computer simulation, a batch size 20 is considered. The specific grinding constraints and the values of the evaluation function are defined as shown in Tables 4 and 5 . In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, conventional optimization and the proposed scheme are compared. The conventional method obtained optimized grinding and dressing parameters, based on ( ) g n C v with consideration of the grinding constraints. Based on the optimized grinding parameters, a dressing interval is calculated to meet the roughness and power specifications. Fig. 6 shows the comparative results of the grinding cost per cycle; the accumulated cost, including the dressing cost, is represented in Fig. 7 . As shown in comparative results, the proposed control scheme provides a lower total production cost within the batch. With regard to the dressing interval, the proposed scheme required two dressings, but the conventional method required four. The optimized grinding parameters, applied to the proposed algorithm, are represented in Table 6 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an improved optimal grinding control scheme for cylindrical plunge grinding in batch production. In order to implement the proposed scheme, a state variable to express the grinding progress is defined in terms of accumulated metal removal and the dressing infeed rate is used as the dressing parameter. The optimal grinding parameters for each cycle are obtained using a G.A. In order to fit the grinding constraints, several experiments were conducted and optimized grinding parameters were obtained to minimize ( ) g n C v . Finally, the optimal grinding parameters for the overall batch production were determined by dynamic programming based on the optimized grinding parameters for Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing each cycle. The proposed control scheme can be applied to the batch production of cylindrical plunge grinding and non-experts will be able to use it as a guide line to adjust the grinding parameters. 
